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DEMAND WORKSHOP

1.  Create a Demand Curve (making sure to label graph correctly) from the following chart:

Demand ScheduleDemand Schedule
Price Quantity
15 42
40 34
65 23
85 18
95 12
110 5

2.  Create a Demand Schedule with following price points ($40, 35, 25, 10, 5) from the 
following:

4.   Define Utility.  Give an example.

5.   If the price of hairspray goes up, what happens to the quantity demanded?   What law 
explains your answer?



6.  Define Marginal Utility.   Give an example.

7.  What is the Total Market Demand at each price level?

Demand ScheduleDemand ScheduleDemand ScheduleDemand ScheduleDemand Schedule
Price Quantity 

Demanded- 
Susan

Quantity 
Demanded- 
Brent

Quantity 
Demanded-
Greg 

Quantity 
Demanded- 
Total

10 40 56 32
34 37 20 21
77 32 12 17
100 27 6 11
113 21 2 6

8.   Identify and define the law explains why the demand curve slopes downward?    What item 
are you willing to pay the highest price to consume?

9.   Graph (making sure to label all part of the graph correctly) what happened to market demand 
in Raleigh if more people were born than died in the city during the previous year.

10.   If you expect the price a musical instrument to decline six months from now, graph what 
will happen to the market demand for the instrument today.   

11.  Graph what would happen to the market demand for signatures from U.S. Hockey team 
members if they win the gold medal in the Olympics.  What factor explains your graph?



12.  Define Substitute.   List four pairs of substitutes.   

13.  What happens to the price of Coke, if the market demand for Pepsi increase?   Graph your 
answer (making sure to include graphs for both Coke and Pepsi).

14.   Define Complement.   List for pairs of complementary goods.

15.   What happens to the market demand for Peanut Butter, in the price of Jelly decreases?  
Graph your answer (making sure to include graphs for both Peanut Butter and Jelly)

16.   Give two examples of goods or services that have elastic demand.   Graph what an elastic 
demand curve looks like.

17.   Give two examples of goods or services that have inelastic demand.   Graph what an 
inelastic demand curve looks like.

18.  What two ways that knowing market demand is helpful to business owners?



CAPITALISM WORKSHOP

1.  Define Capitalism.  

2.  Do you have to practice free enterprise or laissez-faire economics to have a capitalist society?   
Why or why not?

3.  What are the four factors of all capitalist societies?

4.   Profit-motive encourages individuals and businesses to improve what?   How does profit 
motive affect GDP?

5.   Define consumer sovereignty.   What fundamental question of economics do consumers 
determine?

6.   Under what circumstances does a voluntary exchange take place?   Who benefits from such 
an exchange?

7.   Define private property rights.  What incentives do private property rights give individuals?   

8.   How does competition affect the cost and quality of goods and services?   What producers 
are rewarded as a result of competition? 


